Introduction

21
Analyses of osculating orbital elements of Main Belt asteroids have revealed over 80 pairs of asteroids that reside in nearly identical heliocentric orbits 23 (Vokrouhlický and Nesvorný, 2008; Pravec and Vokrouhlický, 2009; Rożek et 24 al., 2011) . These objects are distinct from binary asteroids as they are not on 25 bound orbits around a common center of mass, and it is unlikely that their 26 proximity is due to random fluctuations of asteroid densities in orbital element 27 space. Backwards integration of these pairs' heliocentric orbits suggests they 28 may have separated recently into an unbound state, in some cases much less 29 than a Myr ago (Vokrouhlický and Nesvorný, 2009; Vokrouhlický, 2009; Pravec 30 et al., 2010; Vokrouhlický et al., 2011; Duddy et al., 2012) . As such these are 31 interesting objects for studying phenomena, such as space weathering and 0. 35, 0.47, 0.62, 0.75, and 0 .89 µm respectively.
148
Observations were typically conducted in sequences with interspersed V -or With median seeing around 0.65" at Las Campanas, typical aperture radii of 168 ∼ 1 − 2" were employed. Background annuli were defined to have a radius of 169 4" from the photocenter of the target and a width of 8".
170
Photometric calibration was achieved in one of two ways. When the target 171 was in an SDSS field, up to 15 on-chip stars with solar-like colors were used 172 to calibrate the instrumental magnitude of the asteroid by determining a sin-gle photometric correction factor based on the difference between the SDSS Landolt and SDSS) were set equal to that used for each asteroid.
187 Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of our collected photometry. Phase 188 corrected absolute magnitudes (H V ) are calculated for each object in Table   189 2. Phase and distance corrections to the measured apparent magnitudes were 190 applied using the observational data in Table 1 and thus provide coarsely sampled reflectance spectra of these asteroids. All 214 subsequent presentations of our data will show solar-corrected values. This is 215 not the case for the photometry in Tables 2 and 3 
275
Another consistency check is to compare our data to that of objects included 276 in the SDSS MOC. This overlap includes 6 objects (Table 3) 2) provides a final confirmation of data quality.
282
Based on the general consistency of these data, a conservative estimate to the 283 systematic uncertainties in the photometric calibration is ±0.1 magnitudes.
284
This estimate accounts for issues of uncorrected light curve variability, non- and is unrelated to the signal-to-noise of the observations. We adopt this analysis.
291
The error bars reported in Table 2 tions of these V-band magnitudes provide a lower limit to the light curve am-
304
plitude of the targets even though no full rotational light curves were resolved.
305
The best example of a partially resolved light curve was for asteroid ( 
319
This modification is based on the BVRI → ugriz transform equations of Jester Figure   344 4. The a * values for these asteroids are 0.15 ± 0.12 and 0.04 ± 0.14 respectively.
345
These colors are indistinguishable within the error bars, which are some of the 346 largest reported here (Tables 2 and 3 ). The photometric similarity of these 347 objects is apparent in Figure 4 . in the analysis here.
367
The significance of the apparent correlation between pair colors in Figure   368 3 is tested by comparing a * colors for random asteroids selected from the (Fig. 3) at greater than 98% significance. We suggest this argues in favor of a 426 common origin for these pairs.
427
The components in one of the observed systems, 34380-216177, have signifi-428 cantly different colors (Fig. 6) within the estimated ±0.1 magnitude systematic uncertainties of this survey.
434
However, within the rather large photometric errors for these objects, the 435 spectral profiles and a * colors are the same (Fig. 4) Follow-up observations would help to clarify this inconsistency.
463
We have also shown that the a * distribution of pairs is similar to that of all
464
Main Belt asteroids (Fig. 7 ). There appears to be no bias towards a single tax- (291188) Fig. 7 . Histograms of a* values for all objects within the SDSS MOC (top) and for all pairs considered in this study (bottom). The apparent bi-modality is attributed to the color difference between C-and S-complex asteroids. There is no statistically significant difference between these two distributions, suggesting that pairs represent an unbiased cross section of the compositional diversity of asteroids within the Main Belt.
